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an introduction







IF YOU DON’T LIKE SOMEONE ELSE’S STORY, 
WRITE YOUR OWN

CHINUA ACHEBE





about africa …
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the stories not told
past & present  





ART
The oldest known artwork in human history was discovered in Blombos Cave in South Africa. 

It consisted of two pieces of engraved ochre depicting abstract designs and symbols.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2002/jan/11/humanities.arts


WRITING: The oldest known form of 
writing developed between 5000 and 
3000 B.C. in sub-Saharan Africa. This 
writing system has come to be known 
as Proto-Saharan.

http://atlantablackstar.com/2014/08/08/11-ancient-african-writing-systems-demolish-myth-black-people-illiterate/


LANGUAGE: Every language 
in the world can be traced 
to the dialect spoken by our 
African ancestors over 
100,000 years ago.



MEDICINE: Ancient black 
Egyptians invented a 
concrete system of 
medicine that had written 
documentation of the 
methods of healing used. 
Ancient Egyptians were also 
the first civilization to 
perform surgery.

https://study.com/academy/lesson/ancient-african-inventions.html


MINING AND METALLURGY: The 
industrial ‘revolution’ would 
have never happened had it not 
been for Africans smelting iron 
over 2,500 years ago. 

https://study.com/academy/lesson/ancient-african-inventions.html


ARCHITECTURE: The Pyramids of Giza, the Step Pyramid, the city of Great 
Zimbabwe, the Nubian Pyramids - proof of the highly advanced system of 

architecture and engineering that ancient Africans developed.



COOKING
Re-analysis of burnt bone fragments and plant ashes from the 

Wonderwerk Cave in South Africa has provided evidence 
supporting control of fire by early humans by 1 million years ago.



CLOTHING

A new University of Florida study following the evolution of lice 
shows modern humans started wearing clothes about 170,000 
years ago, a technology which enabled them to successfully 
migrate out of Africa. 

The world's oldest woven garment, called the Tarkhan Dress, 
probably fell past the knees originally. At 5,100 to 5,500 years 
old, it dates to the dawn of the kingdom of Egypt.





14 AFRICAN MUSICAL GENRES

1. SOUKOUS - Zaire
2. JUJU – Nigeria
3. MBALAX – Senegal
4. ZILIN – Benin
5. GNAWA – Sahara desert
6. MBAQANGA – South africa
7. CHIMURENGA – Zimbabwe
8. MAJIKA – Mozambique
9. UBONGO – Tanzania
10. INKIRANYA – Burundi
11. PALM-WINE – Sierra Leone
12. BENGA – Kenya
13. SOMALI JAZZ – Somalia
14. RABABAH – Egypt

ORIGINS OF MODERN MUSIC

Many genres of popular music like blues, 
jazz, afrobeats, salsa, zouk, and rumba 
derive to varying degrees 
on musical traditions from Africa, taken to 
the Americas by enslaved Africans. These 
rhythms and sounds have subsequently 
been adapted by newer genres like rock, 
and rhythm and blues.

10 INSTRUMENTS FROM AFRICA

1. AKOTING (banjo)
2. MBIRA (idiophone)
3. KORA (harp/lute)
4. BALAFON (xylophone)
5. EKWE (idiophone)
6. UDU (wind instrument)
7. ALGAITA (wind instrument)
8. MARIMBA (piano)
9. DJEMBA (drum)
10. MARACAS (percussion



You write in order to 
change the world ... if 
you alter, even by a 
millimetre, the way 
people look at reality, 
then you can change it



perception vs reality…



the desirable vs the undesirable

Africa remains a monolithic space of violence and poverty uncomplicated by global politics and military action, 
because the images and narratives chosen by powerful news agencies and newspapers continue to speak to 
foundational myths manufactured about Africa, in order to better ease their conquest and exploitation of a 
regionally, politically and socially complex, dynamic continental shelf.

If the construction of the African as child-like, or not quite human, who has little agency or intellect, aided the 
colonial project, today, the narrative continues to aid the construction of the European self as civilised, maintaining 
the African and Africa as the location of savagery, helplessness, and devastation. It also creates Europe as a 
desirable location that those who have no agency and have done little to better themselves attempt to infiltrate –
much to Europe’s chagrin.

M Neelika Jayawardane writing for Al Jazeera
https://www.aljazeera.com/opinions/2017/1/18/the-problem-with-photojournalism-and-africa/

https://www.aljazeera.com/opinions/2017/1/18/the-problem-with-photojournalism-and-africa/


As a journalist, I also know news media in general (African included), tends to focus on the negative and 
not the positive. Bad news sells well. People feel better about their lives when they hear others have bigger 
problems than them. A European who is unhappy he can't get a mortgage, will, however unwittingly, likely 
see his life in brighter lights after watching footage of people with no electricity, no running water and little 
food to eat.

Africans, especially those living abroad, fret about the perception of their continent and its inhabitants 
because their future often depends on the opinions of those in whose country they reside.

Of course there are many different and often positive stories to be told from Africa's 54 diverse countries. 
But the continent currently has no microphone of its own on the global stage, no loudspeaker with which 
to tell its stories the way it wants them told. It has to wait in line hoping others lend it theirs from time to 
time. That won't do.

Remi Adekoya writing in The Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/nov/28/africans-worry-how-africa-portrayed-western-media

bad news sells well

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/nov/28/africans-worry-how-africa-portrayed-western-media


the africa tropes

• safari
• darkest africa
• noble savage, restless native or the exception to the rule Nelson Mandela
• starving child (plus flies)
• omnipresent wildlife (at the airport too)
• primitive tribes
• corrupt leaders
• bare-breasted women
• crazy dictators
• post-colonial ineptitude



this is us …

“We need to start telling our own stories. We need to start sharing our 
lives and show the positive side of our experiences in Soweto; preserve 
our heritage and also own it.

We decided to change the perception of what people thought of our 
Soweto by populating the Internet with great pictures, with style [and] 
fashion. We are not just known for thuggery or for crime; we are also 
known for talent, for happiness, for joy.”

Fhatuwani Innocent Mukheli
https://medium.com/airbnbmag/africa-perception-versus-reality-
753eacb0a095

https://medium.com/airbnbmag/africa-perception-versus-reality-753eacb0a095


and this is also us …

East Africa’s growth remains world 
leading. Three of its economies are 
amongst the top 10 fastest growing 
economies globally. Rwanda, 
Ethiopia and Uganda were ranked 
1st, 4th and 5th respectively in 
terms of GDP growth rates. Rwanda 
grew 8.6%, while Ethiopia and 
Uganda both rose 7.7%. (source: 
Oxford Economics August 2019)



and this is also us …

• McKinsey predicts $5.6 trillion in African business opportunities by 2025.
• The World Bank shows declining levels of poverty 
• Household consumption is expected to grow by 3.8% annually until 2025, reaching $2.1 trillion, and business spending 

should grow from $2.6 trillion in 2015 to $3.5 trillion in 2025 
• Africa will have 24 million more people, on average, living in its cities each year between 2015 and 2045 – more than 

India and China combined
• With business environments improving, regional integration centered around the African Continental Free Trade 

Agreement progressing, and the transformational technologies of Fourth Industrial Revolution spreading, never before 
has the region been better primed for trade, investment, and mutually beneficial partnerships.- Brookings Institute

• More than half of the countries in Africa have a primary school enrolment rate of over 90 percent and are likely to meet 
the target of 100 percent by 2030 if current efforts are sustained.



and this …



and this  …



and this  …



and this  …



changing the narrative



how ana does it



The African News Agency is the 
continent’s largest turnkey 
media and publishing house. 
It owns a range of platforms 
including Africa’s largest news 
network; SA’s most trusted news 
sites; a digital first publishing 
company with free and paid 
magazines as well as a content
studio supporting 
small and large media houses, 
brands and agencies. ANA has 
one of the largest newsroom in 
Africa and, through its Africa 
Partner Network, reaches over 
60M Africans, 10M in South 
Africa.

ABOUT US
WHAT WE DO

Africa’s premier news and content business

OUR JUST CAUSE
Powering Africa’s growth with content

HOW WE WORK
Africa first  |  Collaborative  |  Supporting growth   |  Innovative

WHAT WE OFFER
Unmatched reach to the African Market

Back end and logistics support to media houses
Specialised content services for brands and marketers

Portfolio of print, digital, live and onground products
Content in all formats: text, audio, video, graphics

AFRICAN NEWS AGENCY



what you will typically hear in a newsroom

1. If it bleeds it leads
2. Bad news is good news
3. Journalism is something somebody somewhere wants suppressed. Everything else is

advertising
4. Foreign reporting is “Oh my god dying babies” journalism



what you will hear in ours

1. Apply the most important principles of ethical journalism: truthfulness, accuracy, fairness, 
and public accountability

2. Define objectivity so we are vested in and do not stand apart from the people whose interests
we purport to uphold

3. Speak truth to power
4. Offer context
5. Celebrate African success
6. As African media own the Africa narrative
7. Tells the African story with all its nuances, its contextual realities 
8. Use content and information to drive growth and development



• Civic journalism
• Citizen journalism
• Community journalism
• Communitarian journalism
• Constructive news
• Development Journalism
• Solutions Journalism
• Enterprise Journalism

• Focused on social justice
• Bring attention to issues overlooked or under-

represented by other media and by the 
international political community. 

• Focus on economic development, agriculture 
and food security, health, sanitation and 
medicine, employment, education and literacy, 
informational technologies development, 
housing conditions, environmental 
sustainability, urban and rural development, 
gender equality, etc. 

• Its main actors are ordinary people rather than 
official figures; its emphasis is on stability, 
partnership, harmony, and consensus. 

• Context is everything

Embrace new forms of journalism



do media for social good campaigns



hold conversations in our newsrooms about African history, narrative and context



more reporting on  art, culture, lifestyle



celebrate our diaspora successes 



share learnings and celebrate economic success



challenge prevailing 
notions of beauty



put tech startups and innovations 
on the ‘front page’ 



focus on successes in achieving the UN’s MDGs as learnings for all Africa



return influence back to Africa



remember our history, retell our stories through an African lens 



get excited about afrofuturism



is it the work of media to promote patriotism, pride and shared values ?

We would say no because these are very often sticks the powerful, the despots and the corrupt use to beat media 
into submission.

BUT WE WOULD ALSO SAY YES FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS;
1. Our stories remain mostly untold
2. The perception of us is driven by foreign economic interest
3. Continental confidence, self-belief, pride in our people and accomplishments should be part of our mission to 

uphold democracy and ensure thriving societies
4. The job of driving growth and development is as much the responsibility of the media industry (even for cynical 

reasons) as it is for every other sector in society. We are not separate from society, a dispassionate observer of 
things from afar. We are a part of our society.

We hope, through our Africa Partner Network and forums like this to start a conversation about  this …
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